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About Us
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ALM Works is the creator of Structure, one of the most popular JIRA add-ons on the Atlassian
Marketplace. It allows individuals and teams to organize cross-project collections of issues into
hierarchies of any depth, with aggregated values for progress, time and other JIRA fields. It can
automatically adjust hierarchies to match existing JIRA relations such as Issue and Epic Links.
ALM Works specializes in developing project management tools. We are best known for Structure,
a JIRA add-on that allows individuals and teams to organize cross-project collections of issues into
hierarchies of any depth, with aggregated values for progress, time and other JIRA fields. It can
automatically adjust hierarchies to match existing JIRA relations such as Issue and Epic Links.
Our mission is to create software that is easy and intuitive to use, that adds value to existing
business processes and increases productivity wherever possible.
ALM Works is a privately held software development company that focuses on building project
management tools. Founded in 2004 in Saint Petersburg, Russia, ALM Works released its first
commercial product Deskzilla (desktop client for Bugzilla) in 2005, which was followed by JIRA
Client in 2007. After participating in the very first AtlasCamp developer conference in 2008 and in
the first Atlassian Summit in 2009, ALM Works focused its attention on Atlassian products and
became a prominent member of the Atlassian ecosystem. Thanks to the high quality of its products
and great customer support, ALM Works has become one of the first Atlassian Verified vendors and
continues to improve both its products and processes striving to deliver the best to its customers.

Structure plugin
Short summary
Long summary
Overview

Enterprise-level JIRA issue organization with multi-level, cross-project issue hierarchies
Organize your JIRA issues into hierarchies to plan, track progress and visualize dependencies over
multiple projects with the Structure plugin
The Structure plugin lets you create and manage sharable hierarchical issue lists and much more.
Just a few of Structure's features:
● Unlimited shareable structures
● Spans multiple projects
● Synchronization with JIRA Agile, Issue Links and more
● Template structures and projects with bulk issue cloning
● Time tracking aggregation
● Powerful user interface with keyboard shortcuts
● API with full access to Structure data
● Inline issue creation and editing
● Export to Excel
● Bulk changes on issues multi-selected in Structure
● Structure API supports extensions like Testy
● Feel free to explore Structure's capabilities in our live demo.

